a cup of coffee

a cup of tea

a cup of chocolate

a cup of soup
a mug of beer

a mug of cocoa

a glass of wine

a glass of water
a glass of milk

a glass of juice

a bottle of oil

a bottle of wine
a bottle of water

a bottle of milk

a bottle of yoghurt

a bottle of lemonade
| a bottle of juice | ![Bottle of juice](image) |
| a bottle of mustard | ![Bottle of mustard](image) |
| a bottle of ketchup | ![Bottle of ketchup](image) |
| a bottle of beer | ![Bottle of beer](image) |
a jug of water

a jug of milk

a jug of juice

a jug of lemonade
a jar of jam

a jar of honey

a jar of mustard

a jar of ketchup
a bowl of soup

a bowl of milk

a bowl of rice

a bowl of cereal
a bowl of sugar

a bowl of salad

a bowl of pasta

a plate of pasta
a can of soda

a can of beer

a can of lemonade

a can of juice
a can of coffee

a can of fish paste

a spoon of sugar

a spoon of mustard
a packet of rice

a packet of sugar

a packet of cereal

a packet of flour
a packet of butter

a tub of margarine

a bag of salt

a bag of coffee
a carton of juice

a carton of milk

a carton of yoghurt

a block of butter
a slice of bread

a slice of cake

a slice of pizza

a slice of meat